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Independent Political Party
12th of July 2011

Labor traitor Gillard plans ‘kill the people’ bank

O

ne hundred years after the great Australian Labor Party established the Commonwealth Bank as the “people’s bank”, the British Fabians who have hijacked the ALP, led by Julia
Gillard, have designed a “kill the people” bank.
Whereas in 1911 Labor MP King O’Malley—
an American immigrant—created the Commonwealth Bank as a U.S.-style national bank to
finance national economic development for the
common good of all Australians, Julia Gillard has
made the centrepiece of her carbon tax package
a $10 billion Clean Energy Finance Corporation
to force Australians to use less energy whether
they want to or not, by replacing reliable base
load power sources with inefficient, intermittent
windmills and solar panels.
The “kill the people” carbon bank will fund
the exorbitant construction costs of headacheinducing wind farms, and planet-warming solar
arrays, but it will not fund nuclear energy, the only
economically-efficient source of base load power
that doesn’t emit carbon dioxide (an unimportant
fact, but relevant to those genuinely looking for
energy alternatives, and not just to drive humans
into a dark age).

and less cooling in summer heat waves, accompanied by a spike in diseases of poverty such as
respiratory illnesses, heat stroke, food poisoning
from poor refrigeration, and a cascade of other
physical flow-on effects.
The hundreds of workers at the Hazelwood
power station who lose their jobs when Victoria’s second biggest power station is forced to
shut down under this policy will eventually be
followed by tens of thousands of people who
lose their lives.
Devising such calculated schemes to kill off
masses of people has long been the domain of
those obsessed with population reduction, from
the British East India Company’s Thomas Malthus,
to Fabians H.G. Wells, George Bernard Shaw and
Lord Bertrand Russell, to Prince Philip.
It’s the Queen!

Gillard’s policy of a forced decarbonisation
of the economy without allowing any recourse
to nuclear power is exactly the plan announced
in March by the German Advisory Council on
Global Change (WBGU), the joint GermanBritish climate policy body opened by Queen
Elizabeth in 2004, and headed by the Queen’s
personal climate change envoy, Professor Hans
As demonstrated in the LPAC-TV video The Schellnhuber CBE, to achieve the Queen and
Fraud of Free Energy, not only are wind power and Prince Philip’s oft-stated goal of drastic populasolar power notoriously unreliable, they have far tion reduction.
lower energy-density than coal, oil and especially
nuclear, so they require far greater areas of land
Gillard’s carbon tax scheme aligns Australia to
and levels of investment to produce equivalent the Queen’s radical British-German policy by setvolumes of energy, making them a backward ting the price at the EU’s average traded price of
leap to the inefficient forms of energy of past $23 per tonne, and adopting the same emissions
centuries.
reduction target as the British and Germans—80
per cent on 2000 levels by 2050. Gillard is so
In other words, the actual goal of this policy personally oriented to the British policy she even
is not the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions cited Margaret Thatcher—the enemy of working
per se, but the reduction of people, using “carbon people—in the opening sentences of her midday
reduction” as the excuse to force people to go announcement. Royal envoy Hans Schellnhuber’s
without reliable power supplies and suffer a sharp current visit to Australia coincides with the refall in living standards for which there can be no lease of the carbon tax policy he has so heavily
compensation: less warmth in winter cold snaps influenced.
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‘Climate science’ priest issues death threat

C

itizens Electoral Council activists last week
presented British Royal envoy and high
priest of the carbon cult, Prof. Hans Schellnhuber, with a “carbon friendly” rope—a hangman’s
noose—to signify the actual intent of his crusade to
“decarbonise” the world economy. As reported in
The Australian, and Schellnhuber himself later squealed
that this constituted a “death threat”.

Charles at his St. James Palace in late May 2009, chose
to quote the PIK head proudly proclaiming that he
saw his work as in the tradition of Bertrand Russell.
Russell was also an advocate for reducing the
world’s population. He wrote in a 1952 work, The
Impact of Science on Society:

“[B]ad times, you may say, are exceptional, and can
be dealt with by exceptional methods. This has been
more or less true during the honeymoon period of
industrialism, but it will not remain true unless the
increase of population can be enormously diminished.
At present the population of the world is increasing
at about 58,000 per diem. War, so far, has had no
very great effect on this increase, which continued
throughout each of the world wars. … War … has
hitherto been disappointing in this respect, but perProf. Schellnhuber himself had emphasised that this haps bacteriological war may prove more effective. If
is the agenda, when he told a 13th March, 2009 pre- a Black Death could be spread throughout the world
meeting of the Copenhagen Climate Change summit once in every generation survivors could procreate
of his intent to reduce the world’s population. After freely without making the world too full. … The state
lying that unless all fossil fuel and nuclear power con- of affairs might be somewhat unpleasant, but what
sumption were shut down immediately, the Earth’s of that? Really high-minded people are indifferent to
happiness, especially other people’s.”
temperature would rise by 9°F soon, he declared:

Citizens Electoral Council and LaRouche Youth
Movement (LYM) activist Glen Isherwood had interrupted Prof. Schellnhuber’s public lecture at Melbourne University on 12th July to offer him the carbonfriendly rope. Mr Isherwood explained afterwards
that “the carbon-friendly rope was a metaphor for
the clear agenda behind the fraud of climate change:
to reduce the world’s population.”

After Mr Isherwood was denied the opportunity to
“In a cynical way, it’s a triumph for science, because at last we have stabilised something—namely present Prof. Schellnhuber with his gift, Schellnhuber
the estimates for the carrying capacity of the planet, felt forced to justify his 2004 acceptance of a Commander of the Order of the British Empire (CBE), by
namely below one billion people.”
Queen Elizabeth II. If the CBE weren’t a crucial issue,
So who is it who has actually issued a death threat? why did he feel compelled to raise it?
Weeks after the March 2009 meeting, SchellnhuWatch this report of the LYM intervention on
ber had a Bertrand Russell moment. Schellnhuber’s
Prof.
Schellnhuber. At http://cecaust.com.au/main.
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK)
press release on the beginning of the Nobel Laureate asp?sub=media&id=/video/20110603_schellnhuber.
Symposium on Global Sustainability, hosted by Prince htm
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FREE “Climate Science”
Package
Including the “Free Energy” DVD and articles such as “Is Nature Warning
Us Of a New Ice Age?” and “What Really Causes Climate Change”, plus
the latest CEC flyer “To save the food bowl and stop the carbon tax—Fight
the Queen!”. To order call toll-free 1800 636 432 or send this coupon to:
CEC, PO Box 376, Coburg, Victoria, 3058 and leave ALL your details.
* Offer not available to existing members or people who have received previous free offers.
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